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Maya Barzilai 

Witnessing Dying in the Tongue of Revival: 
Shaul Tchernikhovsky’s World War I Poetry 

Writing War in Hebrew 

By 1914, Hebrew poetry was already reaching the tail end of its first wave 
of modernization, but the events of World War I raised dramatic new chal-
lenges for Hebrew writing, challenges both aesthetic and ethical. Among the 
war’s many unprecedented aspects was the enthusiastic participation of Jew-
ish soldiers on both sides of the conflict: “On this side and on that side stood 
Jews and Gentiles who were at war with other Gentiles and Jews,” wrote 
S. Y. Agnon. “They did not know each other, but they were told that these 
were their enemies, and in all innocence they risked their lives to kill and to 
die.”1 If Jews suffered a representative share of battlefield losses and wit-
nessed the same scenes of mass destruction as their non-Jewish comrades, 
they often chose to respond to these events in languages that were not the 
tongues of modern war and that could not be comprehended by the majority 
of society. Hebrew poets in particular needed to consider how their language 
of choice, possessed of a vast historical echo chamber, could be wielded in 
response to contemporary warfare. Complicating matters further, many 
nations prohibited Hebrew-language publication during World War I. As 
Joseph Klausner writes, “A short time after the war began, not only was the 
Hebrew word banned in Russia, but also the Hebrew letter.”2 When respond-
ing to the war at the time of its occurrence, Hebrew poets literally could not 
be heard or read, for their own minority audiences were denied access to cur-
rent works in the language. 

Adding to the problem of writing in an outlawed language was the issue 
of bearing witness to atrocity, to mass death as it unfolded every day in the 
trenches. The complexity of Jewish witnessing has been most thoroughly 
explored and theorized in the context of World War II and the Holocaust, by 
writers and critics from Primo Levi and Victor Klemperer to Shoshana Fel-
man and Giorgio Agamben. A number of their insights into the paradoxes of 
witnessing nonetheless prove exceedingly relevant for the analysis of earlier 
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history, such as the mass casualties on the battlefields of the Great War. In 
Remembering War, Jay Winter likewise contends that while the experiences 
of soldiers fighting other soldiers are in no way comparable to those of Jews 
incarcerated and murdered by the Nazis and their henchmen, the two groups 
of witnesses shared certain modes of narrating and approaches to testifying. 
Witnesses of the battlefield horrors of World War I were often determined to 
give the most truthful, even if necessarily harsh, account of their experience 
and their suffering. “Their testimony,” in Winter’s words, “had a moral pur-
pose; they ensured that what they took to be a truthful story about the war 
was told.” In doing so, moreover, they were not trying to rake in any “politi-
cal capital.”3 

Levi argues, more radically, that the very fact of survival creates a “lacuna 
in every testimony,” since those who survived “are not true witnesses” and 
“did not touch bottom.” If “the past belongs to the dead,” according to 
Agamben, one therefore bears witness “in the name of the impossibility of 
bearing witness.” This essay intends to demonstrate a similar recognition of 
the impossibility of witnessing in Hebrew writing about the events of World 
War I. Because the medium of testimony is language, moreover, we need to 
bear in mind not only the irrecoverable nature of past events but also the his-
tory of the particular language and its capacity to represent the deceased on 
whose behalf the witness testifies. Toward the end of Remnants of Ausch-
witz, Agamben revisits the paradoxes of witnessing in the particular context 
of individual languages and their histories. His basic claim is the following: 
when a poet decides to write in a long-“dead” language, to position himself 
as a speaking subject in this tongue, an act of testimony occurs whereby the 
dead language is resurrected, surviving those who once spoke it as a living 
tongue. Agamben generalizes this point to suggest that “to bear witness is to 
place oneself in one’s own language in a position of those who have lost it, 
to establish oneself in a living language as if it were dead, or in a dead lan-
guage as if it were living – in any case, outside both the archive and corpus 
of what has already been said.”4 

How, then, are we to understand poetic testimony in Hebrew, a language 
that had just begun to be used as an everyday spoken tongue at the turn of 
the twentieth century – and that only by small and highly dedicated groups 
in Palestine and the diaspora? As a language of scripture, prayer, and poetry, 
Hebrew never entirely “died,” but it still needed to be reworked and moder-
nized in order to describe the phenomena of modernity: urbanization, indus-
trialization, and, in our case, technological warfare. Furthermore, bearing 
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witness to death on the battlefield required Hebrew poets to place them-
selves in their own language “in a position of those who have lost it” even 
while remaining fully committed to the project of Hebrew’s literary “revi-
val.” In other words, besides meeting the challenge of evoking modern war-
fare in a language that till then had depicted only ancient battlefields, these 
poets also needed to establish themselves outside the archive of what had 
already been said in Hebrew in a more fundamental way. By writing about 
the events of World War I in Hebrew, they bore witness not only to the hor-
rors of that war, but also to the modernization of Hebrew and to the need to 
transform the language into an adequate medium for addressing current his-
torical upheavals. 

To understand better this set of unique conditions on Hebrew writers, this 
essay turns to the Russian Jewish poet Shaul Tchernikhovsky (1875–1943). 
Often mentioned in the same breath as Ḥayyim Naḥman Bialik, Tcherni-
khovsky is considered one of the “founding fathers” of Hebrew poetry in the 
revival period (late nineteenth to early twentieth century). Having studied 
medicine in Switzerland and passed his medical examinations in Russia, 
Tchernikhovsky enlisted as an army physician in the Russian army upon the 
outbreak of the war and served from 1915 to 1918 in a hospital in Minsk. As 
the hospital’s chief medical registrar, he made numerous trips into the war 
zones; he was a close observer of the harsh conditions on the front despite 
never participating in the battles himself. Tchernikhovsky was thus a privi-
leged witness, one who did not “touch bottom,” even if his own life was 
sometimes endangered by his activities. According to his biographer, Klaus-
ner, the doctor-poet received many letters of gratitude from soldiers whose 
lives he had saved as well as medals of commendation from the Russian 
government for his courageous work on the frontlines. During the war, his 
original literary output was limited to a handful of poems. Toward the end of 
the hostilities, Tchernikhovsky was hard at work on two translations: a mod-
ern German anatomy book for “Mada,” a publication society that prepared 
educational materials and science books for the Hebrew University, and the 
Iliad for A. Y. Shtibel and David Frishman, a translation he began in 1917 
and completed only in 1924.5 Hence, in addition to treating wounded sol-
diers (and often saving their lives), Tchernikhovsky was also pursuing the 
revitalization of the Hebrew language along two quite disparate translational 
tracks: contemporary medical terms and ancient, classical literature. In his 
original compositions, however, he was repeatedly returning to the themes 
of dying and the powerlessness to save lives, thus pitting the futility of the 
physician’s “craft” against the art of reviving poetic forms in Hebrew. 
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In 1916 Tchernikhovsky composed Mi-manginot ha-zeman (From the 
Melodies of the Time), a poem bitterly addressed to contemporary affairs. 
The poem opens with the notion of personal sacrifice for the speaker’s 
homeland or birthplace (mekhorati): “I shall sate you with my blood in my 
time / Oh, my birthplace.”6 In the second stanza, Tchernikhovsky localizes 
this sacrifice to the specific context of this war, of its trenches and tunnels, 
but he portrays the forfeit of the “blood of [his] heart” as a pathetic and mis-
erable variety of death, rather than a heroic act.7 The battlefield is depicted 
as an arena of death, a place where the “carcasses of the killed” are found 
alongside men who, though alive, are bent solely on killing. The poem’s 
speaker does not know where he belongs, among the dead or among those 
still fighting and killing. He perceives himself as one about to die, posing a 
series of questions about the details of his future death: “Where shall I 
silently lie, / Among the dead, and the killers in their innocence / And where 
my last bed will be, / Who will witness my dying?”8 Not knowing when “his 
place and hour” are to come, the speaker is also unable to affirm the pre-
sence of witnesses who might communicate his death to others. In place of 
human witnesses, then, Tchernikhovsky enlists the inanimate elements of 
nature – “morning stars,” “silver mists,” and a “setting sun” – as the possible 
companions to the man dying in a “forsaken trench” (maḥporet ‘azuvah). 
But these celestial objects offer no comfort and no sense of continuity; they 
suggest only degeneration and loneliness, prolonged from earliest morning 
till sunset. 

Running through a list of the baleful and unholy places where he can see 
himself dying, the speaker also depicts the “corner of a suffocating, stinking 
hut / on the cloth of the stretcher.” Tchernikhovsky, a physician, imagines 
the speaker in this place as a patient in the throes of death; he portrays a man 
who does not receive medical attention, dying in the corner of an abandoned 
hut. The rhetorical power of this second stanza thus derives above all from 
the paradox of witnessing. The speaker is a kind of living dead: though still 
alive and capable of communication, he broods on his forthcoming death, 
knowing full well that he cannot survive as a witness to his demise but none-
theless conjuring multiple possible images of his own death. This soldier 
yearns to die a more honorable death, declaring in the following stanza that 
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“no holy, warm drop will have reddened in vain […] without breaching the 
walls of slavery / and the generations’ chains.”9 At the same time, it is not 
the speaker’s own Jewish sister, brother, or beloved who will reap the fruits 
of his sacrifice, but rather “strangers, only strangers.” The poem ends with a 
foreboding image of suffering in exile: a field grown over with thorns and 
thistles, instead of flowers and wheat; the man’s blood having been shed in 
vain, his sick mother must shuffle her feet in exile while the thorns tear at 
his father’s banished flesh.10 

The absence of a witness has severe consequences for the Jewish soldier 
in particular: not only will his manner of dying never be known, but his 
death will do nothing to prevent the subsequent oppression and persecution 
of his people. The pessimistic speaker would like to believe that his blood 
will not be shed in vain, but he knows otherwise. Using rhyming couplets 
and alternating long and short lines, Tchernikhovsky tempers his disillusion-
ment – with the ideals of homeland, community, and sacrifice – through the 
use of a highly structured Hebrew poetics. Glenda Abramson suggests that 
in this poem “he ignored modernism and retained traditional structures, 
images and language.”11 The effect is a dissonant one: Tchernikhovsky’s for-
mal choices clash with the chaos of the battlefield. His strategy is one of con-
tainment through form, rather than of expression through the disruption of 
formal conventions. But the end result in no way mitigates the horror of anon-
ymous and futile death on the battlefield; it intensifies it. The overall cohe-
siveness of the poem’s structure, alongside the dialogue promoted between 
long and short lines, frames and accentuates the speaker’s battlefield solitude 
and underscores the absence of any witness who, by relating his manner of 
dying, could ensure that his kin will be protected from persecution. 

The Doctor as Guilty Witness 

With his corona of sonnets La-shemesh (To the Sun) – composed in Odessa 
in 1919 during the Russian civil war and published in 1921 – Tcherni-
khovsky took the aesthetic system of formal constraints several steps further. 
Consisting of fifteen rhyming Petrarchan sonnets, the corona cycle displays 
an intricate pattern of repetition whereby “the last line of each sonnet 
becomes the first line of the next one, with the fifteenth sonnet made up of 
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all the first lines in sequence.”12 While returning to and celebrating the Eur-
opean humanistic tradition through this form, as well as drawing on a highly 
archaic Hebrew diction, Tchernikhovsky still uses his poetry as a means for 
addressing the violence of modern war. His revival of the corona-sonnet 
form was an act of defiance and transgression in face of the ruptures and dis-
continuities occasioned by World War I, the Russian Revolution, and the 
ensuing civil war. The poet also dedicated the entire corona to his brother, 
Dov-Ber, “who died in the war in the year 1914.”13 Though he prevented the 
deaths of so many others, Tchernikhovsky could not save his own brother, 
and he had to come to terms with both the latter’s death on the battlefield 
and his continued absence. The corona, with its delicately interwoven struc-
ture, is a verbal mourning wreath placed on his brother’s grave; its momen-
tous form and content match the solemnity of the occasion and the poet’s 
desire to erect a lasting cultural memorial to his deceased brother. 

In its broad geographical-temporal scope and its adherence to the intricate 
and strict Renaissance poetic form, To the Sun shows Tchernikhovsky’s 
overall faith in Hebrew as a flexible and precise instrument of poetic expres-
sion and historical remembrance. In these fifteen interlocking sonnets, 
Tchernikhovsky invokes, according to Robert Alter, “the whole range of his-
tory, from the cultic practices of early man to his own recent memories of 
trench warfare on the Eastern front.”14 The poem traverses a vast geo-cul-
tural world and evokes the different realms of science, art, religion, and his-
tory; all its pronouncements are filtered through the viewpoint of a first-per-
son speaker, a poet or creator. At the very heart of the cycle, in the line 
shared between the seventh and eighth sonnet, Tchernikhovsky repeats the 
question: “Did I come too soon or was the Rock late who created me?” This 
temporal uncertainty is intimately related to Hebrew’s status as at once an 
ancient and belatedly resuscitated language. Precisely through its contem-
porary ambiguous status and long historical standing, Hebrew becomes the 
poet’s tool for accessing a past that would otherwise belong to the dead. 
Tchernikhovsky strives not only to renew Hebrew, therefore, but to explore 
the possibility of bearing witness in that language. 
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To the Sun chronicles the maturation of a speaker – a poet; Tchernikhovsky 
opens the entire cycle with the image of an angel addressing the speaker, 
bidding him: “Rise and grow, sproutling, and burst forth / with your song, 
festive song, in the jagged thorn.” The song here is that of the anointed indi-
vidual, and it will burst forth (u-fetsaḥ) in or through the thorn, rather than in 
the “hyacinth or mallow” of the opening line. In the sixth sonnet, Tcherni-
khovsky similarly identifies the production of song with manual labor and 
its sharpened implements. He depicts the harvest, when “the shovel’s ring 
split[s] furrow and scythe sing[s] in the grain.” It is these sounds, the song of 
the thorn and the scythe, which the speaker has “soaked up” in his native vil-
lage and which stand “by [him] in straits, in the battle […] as [he] stood 
between the living and one already dying.”15 While these sounds are all con-
nected to ancient agriculture rather than modern war, they are nonetheless 
sounds produced by “jagged,” piercing tools. The same root (pey-lamed-ḥet) 
used to describe the shovel “splitting” furrow (pole’aḥ) recurs in the eighth 
sonnet, when Tchernikhovsky uses – in reference to mother jackals – a rare 
verb for giving birth, tefalaḥnoh, which usually means “to split apart.” Vio-
lence is thus located in the realms of agriculture and animal birth; but this 
splitting of the land or the birthing body is transformed into a source of spiri-
tual sustenance when the speaker confronts man-made destruction. 

Already in the sixth sonnet, the speaker depicts two distinct voices within 
him – one of a “soul wrapped in light” and the other of a “wanderer in for-
eign darkness.” As yet not properly consecrated, he also finds himself sur-
rounded by “doubting-doubt, the certain doubt.”16 As Abramson’s transla-
tion conveys, Tchernikhovsky uses the term doubt, safek, three times 
(“safek-safek, safek-vaday”). The first and third appearances of the word 
safek are part of an idiom that suggests that the two opposing conditions, 
“doubt” and “certainty,” are both plausible in this situation. The poet thus 
intensifies the overall uncertainty enveloping the speaker. To explain further, 
in Tractate Yoma of the Mishna (8:7), the phrase “safek ḥay safek met” (it is 
doubtful whether he is alive or dead) is used in a discussion regarding the 
status of a man buried under collapsed stones. In this case, the rabbis declare 
that he should be attended to until proven dead, even on the Sabbath. The 
sixth sonnet, concluding with the line “as I stood between the living and one 
already dying,” thus alludes to this Talmudic turn of phrase. In other words, 
the speaker’s hesitation between “doubting-doubt” and “certain-doubt” sug-
gests a nightmarish reality in which he (the doctor) is called upon only to 
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affirm uncertainty as to whether a soldier is dead or alive.17 The prolonging 
of the process of dying is one way in which Tchernikhovsky conveys, in 
both From the Melodies of the Time and To the Sun, the bewildering uncer-
tainty of the battlefield and the doctor’s position within it. He focuses on the 
time when life can still be discerned yet appears to be running out; for him, 
this in-between zone of dying becomes associated with the paradoxes of wit-
nessing, just as it heightens the drama of the inability to save the life of an 
individual. 

Importantly, it also remains unclear in the above-quoted Mishnaic teach-
ing whether the person buried under the pile of stones is “a worshipper of 
the stars” or one of Israel. In the eighth sonnet, the speaker explicitly refers 
to himself as a pagan believer: “Stars are my gods, I pray to them bewitched 
/ By their faces, light of day and pale moon.”18 In other words, the resolution 
of uncertainty, of the wavering between life and death, is attained through a 
pantheism in which the sun, moon, and stars endow both animate and inani-
mate beings with their life force. This represents a noticeable shift from the 
1916 poem, in which these same celestial objects were unsatisfactory wit-
nesses. But before the speaker can join the cosmic choir celebrating these 
celestial gods, he must come to terms with the events of a war that appears 
to disrupt the harmonious co-existence of all life forms. 

The seventh sonnet, located at the center of this corona cycle, is the most 
autobiographical of them all. Here the speaker wields the physician’s “sharp 
scalpel,” reminiscent of the earlier sharp instruments (thorn, shovel, scythe) 
that previously sustained him. But the scalpel neither elicits songs nor 
enables the harvest; it is, rather, an ineffectual tool and, to the speaker, his 
“craft” (umanut) is “terrible.” 

“Be-‘omdi bein ha-ḥay u-vein ha-goses kevar 
(umanut me-nora’ah!) ve-izmel ḥad be-khapi, 
yesh bokhe mitokh gil ve-yesh mekalel be-api, 
safagti aḥaron ’or tokh ishon goses zar. 

El ra‘am toteḥei-’on mitgalgelim ba-kar, 
le-esh notsetsah be-eshun minharti li ve-gapi 
hitveti aḥaron-kav, maḥakti ḥay mi-dapi, 
mi-saf meshoham kakh te‘aker ‘even-yekar. 
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Ve-’ulam be-’oto zik ba-‘ayin ha-‘omemet, 
ba-’or ha-sofeg ’or u-veterem kam la‘ad; 
ve-’ulam be-’oto barak esh kodḥah ve-tsoremet, 

ba-esh ha-kor’ah le-esh, ha-metsavah ‘eid u-shemad, – 
hayita atah vam; ze hodkah hamamani; – 
ha‘im kidamti bo ’o eḥar tsur bera’ani?” 

“As I stood between the living and the one already dying 
(What a terrible craft), a sharp scalpel in my hand, 
Some would weep for joy, some would curse me roundly,  
I soaked up the last light in a dying stranger’s pupil. 

By the thunder of potent cannons rolling through the meadow, 
By the fire flashing in the pitch-black of my bunker to me only, 
I traced the last line, erased the living from my page, 
From a bejeweled threshold thus a precious stone is torn. 

And yet in that spark in the guttering eye, 
In the light soaking up light before blanking out forever; 
And yet in that fire-flash burning and shrieking, 

In the fire calling to fire that bids disaster and destruction – 
It was you who were in them, this your glory that stunned me; – 
Did I come too soon or was the Rock late who created me?”19 

The seventh sonnet depicts a man who is dying and cannot be saved, not 
unlike the poet’s own brother to whom the entire corona is dedicated. The 
doctor wielding the scalpel appears tortured by his inability to help this 
“stranger,” and he describes himself as alternately crying out for joy and cur-
sing, reactions one cannot help but associate with the turmoil of feelings 
experienced by soldiers on the front lines. Whereas the speaker of From the 
Melodies of the Time foresees his own death and bemoans the absence of a 
witness, the speaker in the corona becomes a helpless witness to another 
man’s life fading away, but he focuses on the effects of this demise on him-
self: “I soaked up the last light in a dying stranger’s pupil.” Just as the 
speaker previously soaked up (sefagtim bi) the smells of “rich crumbly soil,” 
the heat of the “chaff,” and the song of the scythe in the grain, now he inter-
nalizes (safagti) this “last light.” Recalling, nonetheless, that the previous 
things he had soaked up “stood by [him] in straits, in the battle,” we need to 
ask, how can a dying stranger’s last sparks of life affect the speaker as doctor 
and witness? 
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In the second stanza of the octave, the doctor is already alone in a “pitch- 
black” tunnel or trench, where he hears the thunder of cannons. There, in the 
last light of the stranger’s pupil, he performs the task of noting down the 
man’s death; he erases the living from his page. The act of tracing a “last 
line” (aḥaron-kav) links the writer’s pen and the doctor’s scalpel, since both 
trace (bloody) lines – the former on the page and the latter on the body. This 
connection appears even more evident when we consider the intricate conca-
tenation of first and last lines in To the Sun, with each sonnet taking up the 
line where the previous sonnet left off. The cycle as a whole transforms the 
finite act of tracing the line to erase the living into a chain of varying repeti-
tions, so that no line is ever a “last” line. Similarly, after the erasure has 
already taken place in the octave, the sestet of the seventh sonnet returns to 
the image of a “spark in the guttering eyes.” Thus, even while the stranger 
appears to have died, the poet prolongs his death for the remainder of the 
sonnet, with the result that the speaker continues to stand between the living 
and the dying. 

The prolongation of dying through song is in itself an act of violence, one 
that not only suggests “rebirth […] into a possible future,”20 but also the 
infliction of further suffering. This excess of dying underscores the doctor’s 
position as “a passive witness,” one who has been, in Eyal Peretz’s words, 
“overwhelmed” by an excessive event that does not depend on the will of the 
witness and that therefore cannot be controlled. Alongside this inherent pas-
sivity of the witness vis-à-vis the “unmasterable excess” of the event wit-
nessed, there also exists an imperative to communicate the event to others, 
to become an active transmitter of this overwhelming experience, thereby 
transforming the second-degree witnesses – the readers – who participate 
indirectly in the event.21 Tchernikhovsky’s speaker is doubly overwhelmed, 
by the unpreventable death of the soldier and by the revelation of the divine 
on the battlefield, and he bears testimony as well to the moment of being 
summoned as a witness on the battlefield. But the speaker can only do partial 
justice to this summons, because he is blinded by the revelation of war. 
Beginning with a “spark” and progressing to “light,” and the burning “fire- 
flash” of war, the speaker (within the narrative frame of the poem, the physi-
cian) draws a clear connection between the more metaphorical “light” of the 
dying and the fires of wartime destruction. He locates “you” and “your 
glory” – identified in the eighth sonnet as the warming “sun,” a divine force – 
both in the spark that is about to be extinguished and in the cannon fire 
responsible for this death. This is the central revelation of the seventh son-
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net; it leads, in the following sonnet, to a celebration of these cosmic forces 
through song. 

The phrase “fire calling to fire” (esh ha-kor’ah le-esh) rewrites Ps. 42:2, 
where “deep [tehom] unto deep calls out at the sound of Your channels.”22 

Rather than identifying the divine with the forces of water, Tchernikhovsky 
finds a “you” in light and fire. And in contradistinction to the speaker of 
Ps. 42, who remains distant from God and unable to see God’s presence, the 
poem’s speaker can sense the presence of a divine element and bear witness 
to “his” appearance even in the most intense moments of battle and on the 
most modern battlefield. He further locates this awesome “you” precisely in 
the calling fire that “bids disaster and destruction”; it is there that the divine 
appears in all its stunning “glory.” This revelation is nonetheless problematic 
given the conditions under which it appears: following on the heels of death 
and taking place in the face of a destructive fire. “The poet appears to be 
impressed by death and to push aside its cruelty and terror,” Boaz Arpali 
contends, “and this fact renders him, in the best case (if we do not take into 
account all the ethical pitfalls) a strange man, an anachronistic creature.”23 

The revelation of a divine “you” on the battlefield appears in the penulti-
mate line of the seventh sonnet, which is followed by the speaker’s question 
that stresses the temporal problem entailed in his revelation. Either he has 
come “too soon” and therefore expounds a truth or revelation that we are not 
yet ready to receive, or else the “Rock […] who created [him]” has come too 
late and is the relic of an innocent generation. As a closure to the seventh 
sonnet, the question “did I come too soon or was the Rock late” also refers 
to the doctor’s inability to save the dying man; he could not prevent death 
when it occurred and therefore finds himself disconnected from the present 
moment. This last line of the seventh sonnet and first line of the eighth per-
form, furthermore, the recuperation in Hebrew song that links the archaic 
past with a future linguistic trajectory. The modern Hebrew language itself, 
not merely the speaker, is both a relic of the past and a new arrival, perhaps 
too early, on the scene of modernity. It is not quite up to the task of depicting 
the modern battlefield or the current moment of dying, but it does possess a 
vast echo chamber where the bleakness as well as the magnitude of World 
War I can resound. 

The aesthetic and ethical problems that arise with the attempt to transform 
the battlefield and mass death into a revelatory experience prevail already in 
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the octave of this seventh sonnet. From Klausner’s rave review of 1919 to 
the work of Zvi Luz, Hillel Barzel, and Glenda Abramson, interpretations of 
To the Sun have glossed over the speaker’s inability to save the dying and, 
and to an even greater degree, the speaker’s implication in the violence 
described. The witness, as Peretz has explained, is not a spectator, observing 
events purely from the outside; s/he participates in them and is therefore 
implicated by them and changed thereby.24 Klausner, for example, does not 
read the erasure of the living in the octave literally, but rather suggests that 
the speaker erases the “old” that is “still full of life.”25 For Barzel, the speaker 
experiences a personal “sadness” at the sight of death, comparing the dead to 
a “precious stone” torn from a “bejeweled bowl.” Barzel further emphasizes 
that the physician attains creator status, since he appears to determine the 
fates of people (sentenced to life or death), though he does so unwillingly.26 

Similarly, Abramson contends that the speaker is “endowed with an almost 
god-like function” when he absorbs the dying man’s spark of light and erases 
him from the page. At that moment, “the ordinary actions of a ministering 
doctor assume cosmic proportions within the world’s upheaval” and the doc-
tor becomes a “mystical entity,” a “representative of the sun.”27 

However, this transformation of the witness into a near divinity is limited; 
he is capable only of erasing the living from the page, not of saving the 
man’s life. He transforms death into a source of poetic and mystical redemp-
tion, but this is an act that is suspect from the start, for it elides the personal, 
even intimate nature of dying and undermines the task of the witness. The 
survivor-poet of this cycle lives to tell the horrors of the battlefield, but he 
must use the dying man’s last spark of life to do so. He wields his scalpel not 
to heal but to repeat for posterity the futility of modern medicine in the face 
of the mass destruction wrought by technological warfare. The instrument 
of healing thus becomes a “sharp,” even murderous weapon, one that betrays 
the horrific nature of the “crafts” of medicine and poetic writing. 

Most tellingly, if in the seventh sonnet the poet focuses on the instrument 
of the doctor that then becomes a writing implement used to trace the final 
line of death, in the eighth stanza he shifts his attention to the sounds and 
voices of prayer rather than the roar of cannons. The drama of death and era-
sure is thereby recuperated through the seeming immediacy of song. In this 
manner, Tchernikhovsky’s corona brings to the fore a type of literary meta- 
witnessing, for it bears testimony to the birth of language out of the death 
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and violence of war, to the transformation of modern artillery explosions 
into biblical battle-trumpeting, now rendered as the “voice of [Hebrew] 
prayer.” 

The fullness of the universe surrounding the speaker in the eighth sonnet 
(“‘Gods’ are around me and fill all existence”) stands in utter contrast to the 
emptiness of the tunnel or trench in the previous sonnet as well as to the soli-
tariness of the dying man. Instead of the “last light in the dying stranger’s 
pupil,” the speaker is now surrounded by stars, sun, and moon. All of Earth’s 
animate and inanimate beings become “sun-children,” “avatars of light and 
heat.” In the sestet of this sonnet, the universe of light is portrayed as being 
the “voice of prayer, the prayer of all”; here Tchernikhovsky uses two words 
that are homonyms (in the Ashkenazi pronunciation) kol (voice) and kol 
(all), to convey the unity of voice and existence. The repetition of tefilah 
(prayer) creates a chiasmus within the first line of the sestet, further empha-
sizing the unity and circularity of the cosmos. Nonetheless, by evoking the 
sounds of she-jackals birthing and of battle trumpets, the prayer portrayed 
here is not harmonious or pastoral but instead replete with the violence of 
procreation and war.28 

This evocation of violence-infused song is grounded, in the eighth sonnet, 
through multiple allusions to the Book of Job. Tchernikhovsky draws the 
verb tefalaḥnoh from Job 39:3, where gazelles “push out their young in the 
throes of labor [yaldehen tefalaḥnoh].” These are the words God utters from 
the whirlwind as a response to Job’s suffering, and the emphasis of these 
passages is on the natural world rather than on human beings. Furthermore, 
in the penultimate line – “In the chorus of the infinite I’ll sing out and not be 
still” – Tchernikhovsky uses the singular form of the verb to sing out, ero-
nah, which he previously used to describe the call of the battle-trumpet 
(yaron shofar kerav). Alluding here to the song of the “morning stars” in 
Job 38:7, when “all the sons of God shouted for joy” (be-ron yaḥad kokhvei 
boker),29 he writes not of “sons of God” but of the “sons of the Sun,” envi-
sioning the celestial forces, “suns in the spheres,” engaged in harmonizing 
prayer. If God’s speech in Job surveys the creation of the inanimate world 
and the natural order of life within it, Tchernikhovsky’s sonnet opens and 
closes with its human speaker ready to join the “chorus of the infinite” – that 
is, the chorus of God – rather than remain still. 

Hence, Tchernikhovsky borrows from the Bible a “vision of a harmonious 
order to which violence is nonetheless intrinsic and where destruction is part 
of creation,” to quote Alter. Excluding the Jewish God from the cosmic pic-
ture, the poet still retains the logic of a universe suffused with violence 
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already on the level of animal birth. Still, if God’s response challenges Job 
to think beyond his human misery and fathom the contradictions of the 
world surrounding him, the “immense world of power and beauty and awe-
some warring forces,” Tchernikhovsky goes so far as to subsume human 
death on the battlefield within a higher cosmic order, thereby making sense 
of it.30 What is more, he implicitly depicts the “rebirth” of Hebrew from such 
modern wars and revolutions, drawing on the archaic lexicon of Job as well 
as rabbinical language in order to modernize Hebrew and bring it to bear on 
the events of World War I. Violence becomes in this manner an intrinsic part 
both of the cosmic order and of Hebrew writing of the period. Nonetheless, 
Tchernikhovsky’s literary achievement with the corona of sonnets can be 
understood as rare and esoteric, especially upon recalling that, in Arnold 
Band’s words, “by 1919 the closing of horizons for a Hebrew writer in the 
Soviet Union had become painfully obvious. […] [T]he political currents 
[…] left him no alternative but exile.”31 And indeed, To the Sun was not pub-
lished in Odessa, the city where it was written, but in Jerusalem. The poem 
not only bears witness to and prolongs the dying of an anonymous stranger 
on the Russian front, but it also celebrates the last brilliant light of Hebrew- 
language culture in the nascent Soviet Union. 

Epilogue: Generations of Dying 

In his famous poem Le-nokhaḥ pesel apolo (Facing the Statue of Apollo), 
written twenty years prior to To the Sun, Tchernikhovsky attributes the pro-
cess of “dying” to the generations of Jews spanning the period of the con-
quest of Canaan to his own day. The speaker who wanders away from 
“everything that came before him” describes how he “has had enough of this 
dying for generation after generation [gesisa le-dorot].” His living soul seeks 
to break out of the diasporic Jewish mold and enable his “bound emotions 
[to come] to life.” Such revival, at once both personal and national, is to be 
achieved by returning to an ancient Jewish God, a divine being closer to the 
Hellenistic tradition; he emphatically rejects the “dying” Judaism that has 
held sway in the interim. In To the Sun, Tchernikhovsky strove to translate 
these ideas and this ideology to the modern battlefield; it is to this end that 
he renews the Renaissance form of the Hebrew sonnet. His doctor, standing 
between “the living and one already dying,” recalls the Jew who turns to face 
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the statue of Apollo in order to discard the current traditions of his people 
and rediscover more ancient and, for him, energetic forms of worship. 

Still, the speaker pays a high price to establish this new order in To the 
Sun. Absorbing the last light of the dying, he transforms it into the life force 
of the sun while erasing the dying man from his page. This double action is 
intimately linked to poetic creation, not only through the image of line and 
page, but also through the theme of light itself, which Tchernikhovsky 
equates with life and revival already in his poem from 1899. Following the 
violent act of erasure from the page and the unresolved witnessing at the 
heart of this poem, Tchernikhovsky discovers the divine precisely within the 
forces of destruction. Even if the man’s death is not overtly desired, it is 
nonetheless a necessary precondition for revelation. Similarly, in order to 
bow down before the statue of Apollo and accept all that it symbolizes, the 
speaker must pronounce his predecessors and contemporaries a dying people 
and declare himself “the first to return [to Apollo].” Death is the logical pre-
condition for renewal on a religious, cultural, and linguistic level, and to wit-
ness dying becomes almost a prerequisite for the modern Hebrew poet. 

Tchernikhovsky nevertheless conveys the moral dilemmas of such an 
attempt to transform death into cosmic song and a totalizing pantheistic 
vision. He prolongs the period of dying and reveals the witness’ sense of 
guilt, and at the same time asks his readers to continue along the chain of 
lines and sonnets rather than hesitating to contemplate the last stroke, the 
last line of death. Whereas the biographical Tchernikhovsky saved many 
men’s lives and was honored and thanked for his valiant wartime service, his 
speaker as both doctor and artist must lose a life and witness an inevitable 
death for the sake of crafting a monument for Hebrew poetry. In To the Sun 
as a whole, the poet overcomes the crisis of witnessing and ultimately 
weaves an intricate linguistic wreath that negates the singular lines of death. 
Tchernikhovsky recognizes the physician’s feckless, even murderous incli-
nations, only to transform them into a (formal) poetic triumph that reaffirms 
human endeavor and reframes death and violence through the life of the 
Hebrew language. 
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